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What is Nonino Prunella Mandorlata®

Amber and inviting color, Prunella Mandorlata® is a light and delicate liqueur with an extraordinary 
scent of almond ennobled by the presence of Plum Distillate, obtained according to Antonio 
Nonino’s ancient and original recipe.

Primary Product
Plum juice, alcohol, Plum Distillate, sugar and natural flavors.

Alcohol Content
33 % vol.

Bottling
Old pharmacy bottle in transparent glass 700 ml

Packaging
Upon request, individually cased
Package of 6 for the 700 ml capacity
Individual wooden case or decorated box.

Colour
Amber and inviting.

Taste
Soft and delicate, with an extraordinary scent of almond ennobled by the presence of Plum 
Distillate.

When and how to drink Nonino Prunella Mandorlata®

Tasted in purity or accompanied to small size pastry, chocolate and dried fruit.
Discover it served with ice and a slice of plum! Or taste it in the new NONINO FAR EAST cocktail.

NONINO FAR EAST
Mixologist Alessandro Geatti, Udine - Italia

2° classificato al Concorso Regionale
AIBES 2016

2,5cl Prunella Nonino Mandorlata®

2cl Grappa Nonino Monovitigno®

Prosecco Riserva
2cl Cranberry juice

0,5cl Monin Saveur Rhum  
Caribbean syrup  

white sesame / curry / brown sugar

On the glass rim create a crust prepared  
with toasted white sesame glazed with curry  

and brown sugar grains; add the other ingredients  
in the previously cooled shaker, shake and pour  

into the glass. Serve in a cocktail cup  
and decorate with a sprig of redcurrant.

THE ART OF DISTILLATION HAS BEEN A 
PRIVILEGE OF THE NONINO FAMILY 
SINCE 1897.

1897 Orazio Nonino establishes in Ronchi di 
Percoto the premises of his distillery, which 
until then has existed only as an itinerant still.

1 DECEMBER 1973 they revolutionize the 
way of producing and introducing Grappa in 
Italy and throughout the world. They create 
the single varietal grappa, Monovitigno® 
Nonino, distilling the pomace of Picolit 
grapes separately and turning Grappa from 
Cinderella into a Queen of distillates!

29 NOVEMBER 1975 they create the 
Nonino Risit d’Âur Prize (gold vine-shoot) with 
the aim of saving the ancient autochthonous 
Friulian vines which are dying out and 
obtaining the EC authorization to replant 
Schioppettino, Pignolo and Ribolla Gialla 
vines in order to preserve the biodiversity of 
the territory.

30 JUNE 1977 they create the Nonino 
Literary Prize, which in 1984 will be 
completed with the International section.

27 NOVEMBER 1984 they create the Grape 
Distillate: ÙE®. The Ministerial authorization 
for the production of the Grape Distillate  
(D.M. 20.10.84) is granted following a 
specific request by the Noninos.

15 NOVEMBER 1989 The Noninos plant 
they own experimental vineyard in Friuli, in 
order to produce ÙE® Grape Distillate of 
unmatched quality.

3 APRIL 2000 Cristina, Antonella and 
Elisabetta Nonino, after years of research 
create GIOIELLO® the distillate of ‘Purity’, the 
Aquavitae obtained from the distillation of 
pure honey.

4 DECEMBER 2003 The President of the 
Italian Republic, Carlo Azeglio Ciampi, 
awards Giannola and Benito Nonino the 
prestigious Leonardo Prize For Italian 
Quality for the “absolute Quality, Research 
and Innovation … The Noninos are 
considered the true Ambassadors of Italian 
Grappa throughout the World”.

6 DECEMBER 2003 the New York Times 
dedicates to the Nonino family the Saturday 
Profile “A Dynamo and her Daughters turn 
leftovers to Gold”.

FEBRUARY 2015 Grappa Nonino, the 
symbol of Italian excellence, is displayed in 
the London window of Harrods dedicated to 
the most precious distillates in the world.

JUNE 2016 Grappa Nonino is ready to take 
off with Alitalia: the world representative of the 
Italian excellence in the production of Grappa 
and Distillates and in the Culture of 
Distillation, the Nonino, together with some of 
the greatest Italian brands, has been selected 
to represent the maximum expression of the 
Made in Italy in the skies of the entire world.

18th MARCH 2017 Nonino is “Spirit 
Entrepreneur of the Year” Excellence in 
wine&spirit.

1897-2017  
120 Years of the Nonino Distilleries

29TH OCTOBER 2019 Vienna, the Nonino 
family is awarded, by the prestigious Falstaff 
magazine, the ‘Special Prize’ for the merits 
achieved in the development of ‘Bar 
Culture’.

27TH JANUARY 2020 Nonino is ‘Best 
Distillery of the World 2019’ - Spirit Brand / 
Distiller of the Year 2019” from Wine 
Enthusiast magazine in San Francisco.


